“The [P&G] presentation was the most well put together and the most relevant. I feel that the information was actionable and insightful, versus being topline numbers and company highlights. The visit was coupled with a retail store visit which complimented the presentation well and brought to life many of their key insights.”—China 1 ‘13

“Truly an eye opening experience”—South Africa ‘13

“I feel more knowledgeable about doing business in Latin America; the culture and the lifestyle.” - Latin America ‘13

“India is a hugely diverse country, and it’s difficult to get a sense of it on our own. Through the various regions we visited, we had the chance to survey a wide variety of regions and cultures.”—India ‘13

“Changan Ford, McDonalds and P&G were all incredible.”—China 1 ‘13

“A useful blend of cultural, exposure, and corporate functions” - South Africa ‘13

“The style of the class helped us learn a lot of topics in an interactive way.”—India ‘13

“Seeing the (Ford) productions line in operation, coupled with a presentation on the JV strategy by some of the executive team was the perfect mix of experiencing and talking.”—China 2 ‘13
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